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Abstract

This work investigated the effects of frequency and precision of feedback on the learning of a dual-motor task. One hundred and twenty adults were randomly assigned to six groups of different knowledge of results (KR), frequency (100%, 66% or 33%) and precision (specific or general) levels. In the stabilization phase, participants performed the dual task (combination of linear positioning and manual force control) with the provision of KR. Ten non-KR adaptation trials were performed for the same task, but with the introduction of an electromagnetic opposite traction force. The analysis showed a significant main effect for frequency of KR. The participants who received KR in 66% of the stabilization trials showed superior adaptation performance than those who received 100% or 33%. This finding reinforces that there is an optimal level of information, neither too high nor too low, for motor learning to be effective.
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Introduction

Feedback has been considered a fundamental component of the motor learning process (Magill, 2007; Schmidt & Lee, 2011; Schmidt & Wrisberg, 2008). During and after the execution of a movement, the learner normally receives two types of feedback about the performance, intrinsic and augmented. Intrinsic feedback is information that comes from the sensory system and augmented feedback comes from an external source. This external information can be provided by either a teacher or researcher and may focus on the outcome (knowledge of performance - KR) or the technique (knowledge of performance - KP).

By the time closed-loop (Adams, 1971) and schema (Schmidt, 1975) theories were proposed, the main rule when providing KR was “more is always better” to the formation of cognitive structures (traits and schemas, respectively). These theories have triggered several upcoming studies on KR, especially regarding its schedule (frequency), precision and temporal locus. On the whole, the findings indicate that learning was optimized when KR was integral, that is, frequent, accurate and immediate. However, Salmoni, Schmidt and Walter (1984) detected that most of these studies did not use no-KR transfer tests to tear temporary effects of practice (acquisition), apart from permanent learning effects (KR withdrawal). Since then, an experimental design of KR in acquisition followed by no-KR in transfer was consolidated on the grounds that when KR is withdrawn on transfer tests, the temporary acquisition effects dissipate and, as a result, learning can be inferred. The paper of Salmoni, Schmidt and Walter (1984) can be considered a milestone in the motor learning field because it sparked a flurry of studies (for reviews, see Adams, 1987; Swinnen, 1996; Wulf & Shea, 2004; Wulf, Shea & Lewthwaite, 2009) which not only reexamined classical KR factors (i.e., precision, schedules, temporal locus, interpolation of activities during intervals), but also investigated new KR variables (i.e., erroneous, bandwidth, and self-controlled). To date, the examination of KR still remains strong and the findings indicate that integral KR is only effective in very special conditions, for example, on initial stages of learning complex motor skills (Guadagnoli & Lee, 2004; Shea & Wulf, 2005). Briefly, there seems
Method

Participants and experimental groups

One hundred and twenty healthy young adults, 60 men and 60 women, aged 25 ± 4.5 years, volunteered to participate in the study. All procedures were approved by the University’s ethic committee so that the experiment was conducted after each participant understood and signed an informed consent. Independent variables were KR frequency (33%, 66%, and 100%) and KR precision [(specific (error magnitude + error direction) and general (only error direction)]. The participants were quasi-randomly assigned to one of six groups (20 subjects each group - 10 men and 10 women) as follows: 1) 100%specific, 2) 100%general, 3) 66%specific, 4) 66%general, 5) 33%specific, and 6) 33%general. It is worth noting that the use of six experimental groups reinforces the idea of an interaction between frequency and precision of KR.
Apparatus and task

Custom Electromagnetic Apparatus of Linear Positioning with Dynamometry was developed (Meira Junior, Tani, Chabu, Ferraz & Cardoso, 2004). To accomplish the experimental task, which consisted of movement force (MF) and movement distance (MD), each participant was blindfolded in a standing position and required to grasp the dynamometer lever and move it sideways with an abduction of the shoulder from left to right (FIGURE 1). At the same time, the participant was required to apply force to the dynamometer. The task was performed with the non-preferred hand; a self-report measure of handedness was used (Coren, 1993). The distance goal was 35 cm and the force goal was 20% of the maximum force (at the beginning of the experiment, the maximum force was measured). All participants were told to maintain the same force along the entire path. Every trial was performed at the same initial position, with the lever located in front of the chest. No restrictions were imposed on the time to perform the task.

FIGURE 1 - Experimental environment.

Procedure

The experiment was comprised of two experimental phases: stabilization and adaptation. In the first phase, the criterion chosen to infer the functional stabilization was to perform the movement twice in a row within an error bandwidth of one unit of force and distance from the 21st to the 59th trial and within an error bandwidth of two units of force and distance from the 60th to the 99th trial. A minimum of 20 and a maximum of 100 trials were respected. When a learner starts practicing a new skill he/she carries previous experience on movements that positively or negatively affect the current performance. This was the reason why we did not arbitrarily define a fixed amount of stabilization trials. Hence, we believe that our criterion is more tailored to the learners’ needs according to his/her previous motor experience.

When provided, KR was verbal, terminal and about the error representing the difference between the outcome of the actual and desired response. KR about MF was always given before KR about MD. Pre-KR interval was of 5 s, while post-KR interval was of 8s. When KR was not provided, there was a 13 s inter-trial interval. Five minutes after the end of the stabilization phase, the participants performed 10 no-KR adaptation trials with the introduction of a 2 kgf electromagnetic traction force on the opposite direction of the movement.

Data treatment and analyses

Stabilization data was considered as long as the 20th trial once all participants performed at least 20 trials and there were no significant changes on means and standard deviations from the 20th stabilization trial onwards. The dependent variable was the absolute error (the difference between the actual performance on each trial and the goal). Data was organized in blocks of five trials. Stabilization data was analyzed with a 3 (Frequency [100%, 66%, 33%] x 2 (Precision [specific, general] x 4 (Block [E1, E2, E3, E4] analysis of variance with repeated measures on Block. In the adaptation phase, it was used a 3 (Frequency [100%, 66%, 33%] X 2 (Precision [specific, general] x 2 (Block [A1, A2]) analysis of variance with repeated measures on Block. When appropriate, F-ratios involving repeated measures factors were reported with the Greenhouse-Geisser df adjustment. Partial eta-squared values ($\eta^2$) were also reported to indicate effect sizes for significant results. Follow-up testing was conducted using Bonferroni post hoc procedures. For all analyses, alpha was set at 0.05.
Results

Stabilization phase

Distance (MD)

The analysis showed a significant effect for Block, F(1.78, 205.88) = 100.7 (p < 0.0001, η² = 0.47). In Block 1, the errors were higher than in Blocks 2, 3 and 4. Also, there were more errors in Block 2 than in Blocks 3 and 4.

Force (MF)

A significant effect for Block was detected, F(2.51, 285.6) = 62.74 (p < 0.0001, η² = 0.36). In Block 1, errors were higher than in Blocks 2, 3 and 4. In Block 2, the participants made more errors than Blocks 3 and 4.

Adaptation phase

Distance (MD)

The analysis indicated a significant effect for the interaction Frequency x Block, F(2, 116) = 4.98 (p < 0.01, η² = 0.08). In the first block, the participants who received KR on 66% of the stabilization trials made fewer errors than those who received 100% and 33% of KR.

Force (MF)

No significant effects were found, either for main effects or interactions.

FIGURE 2 - Means of absolute errors on movement distance for KR groups (Stabilization Phase).

FIGURE 3 - Means of absolute errors on movement force for KR groups (Stabilization Phase).
Discussion

Although there were no differences among groups in the force requirement of the task, the participants who received 66% of KR about distance in the practice phase showed enhanced immediate adaptation performance. This finding is in line with the consistent U-inverted pattern for provision of information that has been identified by Guadagnoli and Lee (2004) and Wulf and Shea (2002, 2004) in the recent motor learning literature. In other words, too much or too little KR during practice degrades the performance in the learning tests. According to the above mentioned authors, there is a relationship between the performance and the characteristics of the task and/or the learner. Shea and Wulf (2002) advocated that the retention/transfer performance varies as a function of information and task complexity, which is influenced by the environment setting where the task is performed (laboratory or real-world), by the number of acquisition sessions (single or multiple), and by the number of degrees of freedom involved (high or low amount of joints/muscles involved in movement execution). For example, for complex motor skills like a ski-slalom maneuver, KR after every trial (100%) during acquisition was more effective in terms of learning than reduced KR.
GUADAGNOLI and LEE (2004) proposed a challenge point framework (CPF) whose thesis is that information is a challenge to the learner because when it is present there is potential learning. Thus, learning is maximized when a learner faces an optimal level of challenge during practice. In contrast, learning will be compromised if the challenge imposed is either too high or too low. The challenge point created by a learning situation is determined by the functional difficulty of the task, which according to GUADAGNOLI and LEE (2004), results from an interaction between nominal task difficulty, the learner’s skill level and the conditions of practice. Given that the nominal difficulty is fixed and is associated with the specific perceptual and motor requirements of the task (juggling three balls has a lower nominal task difficulty than juggling five balls), the higher the nominal task difficulty, the higher the functional task difficulty and, in turn, the higher the challenge point of learning. In the current study, we believe that the skill level of the learner was controlled by means of the stabilization criterion, and, as a result, functional difficulty was similar to all participants. The moderate nominal difficulty of our task can thus be referred to as an explanation to our findings. Even though the task was performed in a laboratory setting with the use of only two degrees of freedom (shoulder and wrist), its dual nature required the learner to process distance and force information simultaneously.

A central hypothesis of the CPF is that reduced KR is beneficial to beginners when learning a task with low levels of nominal difficulty, while frequent KR is beneficial to beginners when learning a task with high levels of nominal difficulty. Therefore, it can be inferred that an intermediate schedule of KR, which is neither frequent nor reduced (i.e., 66%), is beneficial to beginners when learning a task with moderate levels of nominal difficulty. Based upon the CPF, it seems reasonable to argue that the participants who received KR either always (100%) or occasionally (33%) had no optimal challenge for learning. Too frequent KR has been reported as detrimental to learning in three aspects: 1) it prevents the development of the learner’s autonomy because relying on KR at every trial degrades the exploration of inherent feedback so that the learner bypasses the engagement in active problem-solving strategies (SALMONI, SCHMIDT & WALTER, 1984); 2) it provokes frequent corrections that lead the learner to focus on detailed adjustments and maladaptive short-term corrections (SCHMIDT, 1991); 3) it stimulates the inhibition of uncertainty production which is necessary to keep the information flow within the system (TANI, MEIRA JUNIOR & GOMES, 2005).

Also, too reduced KR can be detrimental to learning because the lack of a correct augmented source of information in a sequence of trials might weaken the formation of a solid evaluation reference to detect and correct errors. We feel that an intermediate KR frequency (66%) provided the learners enough room to both compare inherent to augmented feedback after receiving KR and engage in active processes of performance evaluation after no-KR trials (i.e., elaborative encoding by the exploration of inherent feedback).

The lack of differences between general and specific schedules of KR indicates that different degrees of KR exactness elicited caused neutral effects in the learning of the dual task. Regardless the content of information that KR provides - either general or specific - it seems that the frequency of KR is more relevant when precision and frequency of augmented feedback are given together. As detailed information is supposed to be meaningless for beginners (SCHMIDT & WRISBERG, 2008), another possible explanation for the absence of differences between general and specific KR is that the participants who received specific KR might have ignored augmented feedback about magnitude of error, having used information about the direction only and thus processing the same content of information processed by the participants who received general KR.

In conclusion, our findings are evidence that an intermediate level of KR frequency can be provided in order to enhance the learning of at least one component while learning a dual motor task.

Resumo

Frequência e precisão de “feedback” e o processo adaptativo de aprendizagem de uma tarefa motora de dupla demanda

O presente estudo investigou os efeitos da frequência e precisão de “feedback” na aprendizagem de uma tarefa motora de dupla demanda. Cento e vinte adultos foram aleatoriamente designados a seis grupos de diferentes níveis de frequência (100%, 66% ou 33%) e precisão (específico ou geral) de conhecimento...
Resumen

Frecuencia y necesidad de feedback en el proceso adaptativo de aprendizaje de una tarea motora dual

El presente estudio investigó los efectos de la frecuencia y necesidad de feedback en el aprendizaje de una tarea motora de dupla demanda. 120 adultos fueron aleatoriamente designados a seis grupos de diferentes niveles de frecuencia (100%, 66% o 33%) y necesidad (específico o general) de conocimiento de resultados (CR). En la fase de estabilización, la tarea de posicionamiento lineal y control de fuerza manual fue ejecutada con CR. Diez tentativas de adaptación sin CR fueron ejecutadas durante la misma tarea, con la introducción de una fuerza electromagnética contraria a la dirección del movimiento. El análisis indicó efecto significativo en el factor "Frecuencia de CR": aquellos que recibieron CR en 66% de las tentativas de estabilización obtuvieron desempeño de adaptación superior cuando comparados a aquellos que recibieron 100% o 33% de CR. Ese resultado refuerza la existencia de un nivel óptimo de información, ni muy alto ni muy bajo, para que el aprendizaje sea optimizado.
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